Assembly Coordinator Report
Fall Assembly 2021

Total Number of Registrants: 138

Number of voting GRs Registered: 88 (from 22 of 25 districts)

Number of Area Districts Representatives Registered: 18 of 25

Districts with no DR or GR registrants: Triangle and Northern Neck

Challenges:
• Organizing and preparing to run an online format meeting. Had to work through challenges like how to hold elections in Virtual format.
• Much less registrations than prior Virtual Assemblies (171 Spring 2021 and 194 in Fall of 2020). It was unclear why the significant decrease in participation it maybe this is common for the final Assembly of a panel.

Successes:
• Electronic registrations and virtual meeting format continue to provide thousands in savings versus in person meetings.
• Most people are comfortable with online format and we trained less than 5 people for WebEx.
• Continue to have increased interested members (17 this year).
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